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Mastering ZabbixPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to refine and organize your IT monitoring systems using your existing working knowledge of Zabbix. This step-by-step tutorial will help you unleash the full capabilities of the system.


	Overview

	
		Create the perfect monitoring configuration based on your specific needs
	
		Extract...
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ASP.NET 1.1 Insider SolutionsSams Publishing, 2004
Are you getting the most from ASP.NET? While it’s easy to build quite complex pages quickly
and easily with ASP.NET, if you acquire a more intimate knowledge of the .NET Framework as
a whole, you can really take advantage of the great features it provides.

This book explores some of the more advanced topics that help you...
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Concise Encyclopedia of RoboticsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Welcome to the high frontier of cognition and computation!

You are about to dig into a uniquely interesting and important book. This is not a highly technical or abstruse guide to this often complex and difficult-to-understand subject. Rather, the book provides short, clear definitions and interpretations of the major concepts and...
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Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition Fast & EasyPremier Press, 2003
Get ready to discover your computer’s amazing multimedia capabilities. Microsoft Windows XP Media Center Edition Fast & Easy offers step-by-step instructions for using your computer as a television, DVD player, photo viewer, CD player, and more! By the time you finish, you’ll even cover multimedia file storage options and the Media...
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St. James Encyclopedia of Labor History Worldwide (Two Vol. Set)St. James Press, 2003
ARBA : "This is a well-prepared reference to events in labor history, mostly in the United States and Europe between the years 1800 and 2000...clear and detailed enough to be of help to the student of labor history...this encyclopedia will be most welcome for the excellent coverage and clear presentation of the selected events, and...
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Social Entrepreneurship and Social Business: An Introduction and Discussion with Case StudiesGabler, 2012

	Social entrepreneurship has become a relevant topic in business, society and politics. Public

	attention has also been aroused through the increasing presence of social entrepreneurs in

	the media and numerous popular science publications. Here we may mention David Bornstein

	´s book “How to Change the World: Social...
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Analytics: The Agile Way (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	For decades now, companies big and small have embraced Agile software development methods. The rationale here is straightforward:
		
			Why take one or two years to fully deploy a system, app, or website when so many things can and do go wrong?
	
			Why try to cook one big batch and boil the ocean?
	...
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Beyond Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance: Effective Enterprise Risk ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
“…full of pragmatic advice on achieving and sustaining compliance” (Supply Management, 5th January 2005)     

       Designed to lead financial managers from initial compliance with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, through ongoing maintenance and monitoring, Beyond Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance helps...
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The IT / Digital Legal Companion: A Comprehensive Business Guide to Software, IT, Internet, Media and IP LawSyngress Publishing, 2008
The content goes from the basics to advanced topics such as off-shoring, anti-circumvention, open source business models, user-created content, reverse engineering, mobile media distribution, web and game development, mash-ups, web widgets, and massively multiplayer games.

This book is designed to empower you to:

* Understand...
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Decision Management Systems: A Practical Guide to Using Business Rules and Predictive Analytics (IBM Press)IBM Press, 2011

	"A very rich book sprinkled with real-life examples as well as battle-tested advice.”

	—Pierre Haren, VP ILOG, IBM

	

	"James does a thorough job of explaining Decision Management Systems as enablers

	of a formidable business transformation.”

	—Deepak Advani, Vice President,...
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Learning Linux Shell ScriptingPackt Publishing, 2015

	
		Unleash the power of shell scripts to solve real-world problems by breaking through the practice of writing tedious code 

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn how to efficiently and effectively build shell scripts and develop advanced applications with this handy book
	
			Develop high...
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Facing the Music: Shaping Music Education from a Global PerspectiveOxford University Press, 2009

	Facing the Music investigates the practices and ideas that have grown from some five decades of cultural diversity in music education, developments in ethnomusicology, and the rise of 'world music'. Speaking from rich, hands-on experience of more than thirty years at various levels of music education (music in schools,...
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